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jo! compassion  ratio,  induction  teat, etc.) is the same to
1 pit cent., for ail hydrocarbon fuels.
01	—As an ordinary petrol engine
Nhiih ia run on paraffin becomes thereby an "oil engine/'
it i* neee^iiy to	in the variable factor, speed, in order
to	it         the older and heavier types of oil engine.
Tlie former        at, say, i S000 revolutions per minute and over,
and I lie Utter at only a few hundred.   Neither is essentially
the otter.   If a petrol engine is imagined as
in size—say to a cylinder diameter of 14 in,
—       all	increased in proportion, the safe speed at
the	will run will need to be reduced, "because
\ihiM t he weight of moving parts goes up with the cube of the
<lin»ei>ions, ^ctional	of stressed metal only increase as
the	It is not possible therefore to aim at high speeds
the cost of production.    The build-
ing of	engines is frankly put on one side and
a                      is built which will run at a very slow-speed,
than the proportion to the increase in dimensions
suggest.   This enables cheaper materials to
}>o                are employed in the construction of petrol engines. •
The output in horse-power is reduced in proportion to the
hut increased as the cube of the cylinder dimension
that ports, etc., are designed of sufficient size to
the                mixture to enter and leave the cylinder
obstruction.
As	of this heavier class of engine the well-
oil engine is selected.
145. The	Oil Engine is illustrated in Figs.  63
S4*   Fig. 6S shows the engine to he somewhat similar
in         to a horizontal gas engine and the engine parts are
on         scale.   The inlet valve C and exhaust valve
G are	in position.   The latter is worked through a lever
H	rod J by an eccentric K driven from the crank-
L by	When the speed exceeds the normal,
a	pushes down a steel piece 3Sf, which
a coiresponding steel piece 0 on. the exhaust
H, and	the	valve G- from closing.   When
till	is         open no partial vacuum caa farm in the

